
COMMONWEALTH CONSTITUTION QUESTIONS 
 
When dealing with questions that deal with Commonwealth actions first question to ask your self – can they do it? 
And this will relate to whether there is a head of power. Most are concurrent powers. Some have scope much greater than expected at federation, e.g. External 
Affairs and Companies. Grown in size in relation to ability of commonwealth to use them – may be used to fill a gap 

 
STATE CONSTITUTION QUESTIONS 

 
First ask - What stops them from doing it? 
 

1. Is the state legislative provision inconsistent with a provision in the Constitution Act 1975? 
a. No – the question relates to another Constitutional issue  
b. Yes – go to question two 

 
2. Is the state constitutional provision subject to a manner and form requirement? 

a. Look at s18 
b. Look for either the section or the part that it’s in 
c. No – the legislative provision will amend the earlier constitutional provision and the question must relate to another constitutional issue 
d. Yes – go to question 3 

 
3. Is the manner and form requirement itself entrenched (i.e. double entrenchment)? 

a.  Yes – the answer to this question will be yes in relation to the entrenchments in the Victorian constitution (see s18(1B)(a)), s18(2)(c) and 
s18(2AA)). 
 

4. What manner and form requirement applies to the state constitution provision? 
a. Manner (entrenchment) methods: 

i. Referendum (s18(1B)) 
ii. Special majority (s18(2)) 
iii. Absolute majority (s18(2AA) and (2A)) 

b. Form requirements 
i. Changes to Part IIA (Local Government) must be done expressly (see s18(1BA)) 

Once method/s ascertained, go to question five 
 

5. Has the legislative provision been passed in accordance with the required manner and form method? 
a. Yes – in which case the legislative provision has been validly passed and question may relate to another constitutional issue 
b. No – in which case the legislative provision will be invalid, but only if the entrenchment is valid, go to question six 

 
6. Is the entrenchment valid? 

To answer this, you are asking why the Parliamentary sovereignty of the Victorian Parliament (i.e. the Parliament cannot bind itself) that would flow from 
the plenary powers in s16 does not apply to the constitutional provision that is subject to a manner and form change requirement. And to answer this 
question, you need to consider whether there are any accepted methods to Parliamentary sovereignty applicable to the Victorian Parliament. There are 
four methods, but only one has clear support of the HC 

a. Australia Acts s6 
‘A law made after the commencement of this Act by the Parliament of a State respecting the constitution, powers or procedure of the Parliament 
of the State shall be of no force or effect unless it is made in such manner and form as may from time to time be required by a law made by that 
Parliament, whether made before or after the commencement of this Act.’ 

i. AG (NSW) v Trethowan (1931) – accepted the predecessor to s6 Australia Acts as allowing entrenchment  
ii. AG (WA) v Marquet (2003) 
iii. McGinty v WA (1996) 

b. S106 Commonwealth Consitutiton 
i. Supported by the Supreme Court of WA in State of WA v Wilsmore (1981) 
ii. Rejected by HC in Marquet – ‘the provisions of s106 do not supply a power of entrenchment’ 

c. Bribery Commissioner v Ranasinghe [1965] AC 172 
i. ‘Where a legislative power is given subject to certain manner and form, that power does not exists until that manner and form is complied 

with’  
ii. Doubted in its application to Australian States by HC in Marquet and Gummow in McGinty 

d. Restructure of Parliament 
A referendum requirement is consistent with Parliamentary sovereignty as it does not restrict the power of Parliament. What it does is to 
reconstitute of Parliament for the purposes of certain legislation by providing that the Parliament has an additional element. Some support from 
HC in Trethowan and Clayton v Heffron (1961). However, difficulties are: 

i. Uncertain whether the HC would today support it in view of s6 Australia Act indication the extent to what manner and form restrictions 
can apply 

ii. Even if the concept is theoretically possible, can it only be done expressly and, if so, has s18 made such a reconstruction of Parliament?  
 

7. Has s6 Australia Acts been complied with? 
To answer this question, you need to ask: 
Does 

a. The legislative provision, or 
b. The Constitutional provision with which it is inconsistent, 

Relate to the constitution, powers or procedure of the Parliament? 
c. Yes – in which case the entrenchment will be validly made and the legislative provision will be of no effect as the constitutional provision will 

prevail. Furthermore – the entirety of the Act in which the legislation provision is contained will be void (s18(3), (4) and (5)), unless the legislation 
provision is confined to amending s85 of the Constitution (Supreme Court’s jurisdiction) (see s18(2A)) – in which case only the provision will be 
void 

d. No – in which case the s6 Australia Act basis for the manner and form restriction is not satisfied. Accordingly the manner and form requirement’s 
validity is uncertain, and it is likely that the legislative provision will prevail if challenged.  

 


